
The monument to the bun
Address: Uritskogo str, 88/6.
Opening date: November 9, 2011.
The city of Ulyanovsk is also fabulous on the map as the birthplace of a Bun. The native of 
Ulyanovsk, Sergei Petrov found the evidence on place of birth of the hero. Historical data 
Kolobok Simbirsk (formerly Ulyanovsk region) was called kolebaniyami that is also mentioned in 
the dictionary Dahl.
The monument to the Bun is the distance from the center of the city will have to look for it. The 
bronze monument is a curly, chubby and smiling a Bun, which sits on a fabulous stone, the 
prototype it is a fabulous stone at a crossroads with the direction, only here the inscription reads:
"My hand would shake — faithful friend you will find;
My cheek rubs — love will find;
And a coin will leave — will be rich!"
The photo shows that hunters to real friendship, love and riches is enough to Polish cheeks and 
stick a bun. However, the disadvantage is that next to the monument is no longer particularly 
notable places or parks, so many tourists, and Ulyanovsk do not see it. But I notice that if you go 
to the Northern outskirts of the city or decide to visit the Park "Victory", then you will be on the 
way.



Sofa Oblomov

● Address: Goncharova str.
● Opening date: October 28, 2005
● Perhaps a monument to the sofa Oblomov 

became famous during the installation. For me 
for quite a while it seemed really soft furniture, 
exhibited in the Park in the street in the rain. 
Yes, and the emblem of the furniture factory at 
the back. However, with the advent of Slippers 
Mr. Oblomov and the books on the pedestal 
was restored to its integrity, and originality is not 
diminished, so I think it is worth to visit, besides 
it is located in the heart of the city, can't miss it.

● This monument is easy to spot. It is located in a 
small Park on Goncharova near the monument 
to the author of the novel "Oblomov" by I. A. 
Goncharov and opposite the noticeable red 
building with the astronomical clock is the 
house of Goncharov. From afar, the monument 
seems to be just a small green couch. 
However, there are also Slippers Oblomov, the 
novel rests on a pedestal. The idea belongs 
according to various sources, Igor Smirkin or 
Sergey Petrov. The sofa is made in the style of 
the 19th century made of metal, to be able to sit 
down and feel a little Oblomov, despite the 
weather conditions. In this monument I've seen 
the logo of the furniture company on the back of 
the sofa, however, many firms resort to this 
method of self-promotion. The monument has a 
philosophical inscription from 1849:

● "Here I realized the poetry of laziness and be 
faithful to her until death, if need not make to 
take a crowbar and a shovel"

● No wonder the Ulyanovsk known as the home 
of laziness. Interesting fact that the first 
monument consisted only of a couch, Slippers, 
appeared only a year as a gift from the 
workshop of "Cramps"..



Monument Freebies

● Address: Embankment of the river Sviyaga, 40, 
close to USU.

● Opening date: June 29, 2012.
● As recently vypustila student, I recommend you 

to walk the territory of the Ulyanovsk State 
University (Ulgu). A picturesque town on the 
banks of the Sviyaga river near major shopping 
center "Aquamall". Here you can find some 
remarkable monuments. Most significant for me 
is, of course, a monument to the Free.

● All students will sooner or later try to take the 
exam for free. And who knows about the 
"tradicii" to open the window at midnight and 
waving record book, yelling "Freebie, come!"? 
In Ulyanovsk students went even further. Here 
was a monument to the very Free, and even in 
front of the entrance to the University, so it 
seems like she just flies through the front door.

● The idea belongs to the local historian Sergei 
Petrov (by the way, the monument to the letter 
"e" also invented it), and the author – Dmitry 
bobrovych. The monument is a fly into the 
window the bird Sirin with the test book in his 
paws. The record book says "Freebies. Grateful 
students". Interesting is the fact that there are 
two monuments: the first mini variant was the 
gypsum, after it was replaced by a larger and 
more detailed image. Wingspan freebies 
changed from two meters away, at the window 
appeared the handle, under the window of the 
dial, positioned so that the frame-like arrow 
shows midnight

● From Ulyanovsk students, as tourists, now have 
the opportunity to call free around the clock. 
Near to USU, you can find and buy the window, 
and midnight on the clock, and the very Mrs a 
Freebie to boot. One has only to run under the 
statue and the window frame and throw a coin..

●  


